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BJ!CAUSJ! of the pungent smell of its leaves,
rue is distasteful to most Americans;

cut it is used to a limited extent by people
who like bitter flavors, not only in culinary
preparations, but also in beverages. But
nstes, like fashions, vary according to time
and place and climate. In some respects the
likes and dislikes of the Greeks and the
Romans with regard to foods and spices
parallel ours closely; in some they are diver'
gent. Sometimes, too, we find the Greeks and
theRomans in sharp disagreement with each

, other. With this in mind, it may be of some
interest to explore the use of rue in the
classical period, for what we learn in the
course of such an inquiry will shed just a
little more light on the predilections of the
Greeksand the Romans and will add, if only
slightly, to our appreciation and under'
standing of them as ordinary human beings,
with food preferences that sometimes match
ours, sometimes conflict w.ith them. This
particular topic has received very little at'
tention, In fact, the only article of any length
onrue in the classical period is one by Stadler
in Pauly-Wissowa-Kroll.' The present article
ismore comprehensive, especially with regard
to condimentary uses.

Common rue, Ruta graveolens L., also
called herb of grace, grows wild in both
Greece and Italy.' This is the plant usually
denoted by Greek 71"~'Yapop3 and Latin ruta,4

although these names in a broad sense in,
eluded allied species. Thus Theophrastus,
describing rue as a typical undershrub- with
thin, fleshy leaves" that tends to become tree-
like under cultivation," says that there IS

only one kind," but speaks of a wild form.?
Dioscorides'" similarly refers to both culti-
vated and wild forms of rue, calling the wild
form inedible. The plant throve best when
set out close to (or grafted on) fig trees."

There is almost no direct evidence that rue
was much used in ancient Greece. It is cas'
ually mentioned as a seasoning by Alexis of
Thurii, a poet of the Middle Comedy."
Diocles, an eminent physician of the middle
fourth century B.C., says that the best rue
was grown in Myra in Lycia'" and recommends
the use of green, unground rue as a season'
ing.'! Except for technical remarks on the
properties of rue by other physicians, dis-
cussed later in this article, this is the sum
total of direct testimony to the LIseof rue as a
seasoning in ancient Greece. The frequent
appearance of this condiment in the recipes of
Apicius, commented on below, suggests that
rue was in more general use than this meagre
evidence indicates, since there is marked evi·
dence of Greek influence in his cookbook; but
it is hard to believe that this seasoning, if it
had been at all popular among the Greeks,
could have escaped conspicuous notice in the
Deipnosopiiistae of Athenacus. It is best,
therefore, to conclude that in ancient Greece
rue played a very minor role as a condiment.
This is equally true today in Greece, where it
is only rarely raised in gardens."

But in Italy rue was much cultivated in
the classical pcriod'" and enjoyed some popu'
larity even in the republican period, accord-
ing to Pliny, 17 who says that Cornelius Cethc-
gus at the end of the elections in the consul-
ship of Quintus Flaminius (198 B.C.) distrib-
uted to the populace honeyed wine spiced
with rue. In general, rue was used by the
Romans for much the same purposes as we
use parsley. Bunches of it were often pickled
in brine for later use.'" Eggs and rue were
often used as a garnish for salt tunny or
mackerel," and Capellian sweetmeats were
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deftly wrapped in a leaf of rue.20 The herb
was also used in salads" and as a condiment
in pickling olives." The acerbity of rue was so
notorious that Cicero made his reaction
transparently clear when he remarked of an
impending visit of Lepta, "Rue is coming. "23

In view of the pungency of rue, it is no sur'
prise on turning to the recipes of Apicius to
find caution enjoined in using it as a condi-
rnent" and that it was often employed in the
form of a bouquet garni during the cooking,"
a sprig sometimes being used merely to stir a
sauce, after which it was discarded." It is
prudent to assume that in his recipes rue was
meant to be used invariably with moderation,
even when this is not specifically recom-
mended. The herb was used in two forms,
green and dried, but in either case was al-
most always ground or crushed; and the
seeds or berries were often also employed in
the same manner. In general, Apicius used
the leaves or seeds either as a seasoning inthe
preparation of dishes or in sauces that were
added to them, especially in sauces for meat,27
fowl,28and fish.29

In the case of the Romans, accordingly,
the evidence is clear and explicit that rue
was a cultivated plant of some importance
and that it was extensively used as a condi-
ment, but generally with delicacy and discre-
tion. The favor which this herb enjoyed in
ancient Italy reflects a taste in sharp conflict
with that of the Greeks and ours.There are
many striking examples of survivals of food
tastes in the classical lands, but this is not
one, for rue is held in no particular esteem
in Italy today.

The physicians often refer to rue, generally
not too approvingly. According to Hippoc-
cltes,30 it has a certain congealing property
and passes better by urine than by stool. If it
is taken beforehand in a potion; it serves as a
prophylactic against poisons." Aristotle avers
that rue gives the perspiration a foul odor."
He also says that rue because of its heating
property dispels flatulence when eaten before
other foods." CdSUS34 considered it of bad
juice, sharp, diuretic, excitative, purgative,
and emollient. But Pliny" deemed it one of
the best medicinal herbs. In the late period,

Simeon Seth36 says that cultivated rue, while
less heating and drying than the wild form,
forms thick, viscous humours and is diuretic;
and Hierophilus" characterizes it as .heating
and drying.

The effects of the opinions of prominent
physicians upon the diet of the general popu·
lation in ancient times were probably negli-
gible. In the case of rue, the adverse views oi
such an author as Celsus did not deter the
Romans from using the herb to spice all kinds
of foods and drinks, although generally in
moderation:
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'Synonymous with and probably a borrowing of the
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n Moret. 89.
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"FAVORITE TEACHING TECHNIQUES"

(Continued from Page 370)

convenience in referring to it. It is explained
is a natural and easy type of phrase, usually
• participle agreeing with a noun, put in the
ablative because it has no other use in the

I sentence. Since understanding is greatly
acilitated if students learn formulae of

i translation as a first step in getting the mean-
ing, I suggest formulae beginning with "as"
Dr "when" for perfect participles and
"while" for present participles. Then I put

I six or eight simple illustrations on the board
:or immediate practice, followed by six or
eight more complicated sentences. They are
translated orally in chorus.

Then for several weeks material is read
that contains numerous instances of the con-
struction. Regularly when it appears in the
stories, I ask a routine set of qeustions: What
case is, or may be,--(the noun)? What
form do you recognize in--(the participle)?
What tense is it? Is it then active or passive?
What case is it? What then does it agree with?
What construction do you recognize? What
words shall we begin with? Gradually after
considerable practice the questions are
omitted until only the last two are asked,
although on any given occasion the whole
series may be necessary. In a few weeks the
construction loses all mystery and becomes a
favorite friend, or to change the figure, a jet-
propulsion engine speeding the story onward.


